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L INTRODUCTION

The design of on automatic pOsition and heading control system for a drilling
vessel depends on the criteria, which must be satisfied by.. the vessel and its
control system to perform its mission, on the environmental conditions in the
area where the vessel will operate and on the expected behaviour of the vessel
under these environmental conditions.

One criterion is that the safety of the crew and ship has to be ensured even in
extremely adverse weather. A second criterion is that the vessel should have at
least a specified number of workable days per year. Drilling operations have to
be suspended if the bending of the drilling string exceeds a certain value. This
limit is reached when the horizontal displacement of the vessel from the positio.n,
where the drilling string is vertical, is about 6 percent of the waterdepth.
The drilling vessel considered here is the "Pelican", built by the IHC-Hollqnd
ship yard "Gusto" for the French contractor Somoser. Main. dimensions are:
displacement 15.600 tons, length 137 m, beam 21.35 m and draft 7.32 m.

The vessel should be able to operate in waters of 50 - 300 m depth, under the
following weather conditions: current speed 2 kt, wind speed 45 ki with gusts
up to 65 kt and a sea with a mean period of 12 seconds and a significant wave
height. of 4.9 m.
To keep the vessel's motions, induced by current, wind and waves within the
limits, the vessel is fitted with three variable pitch thrusters at the bow and two
variable pitch thrusters at the stern and two variable pitch propellers. When
proceeding at full power, using the propellr, the ship Wi1t attain a maximum
forward speed of 13 kt.
The pitch of thrusters and propellers is controlled by an automatic position and
heading control system, designed to reduce the measured position and heading

errors. The position is measured by an acovstic evTce and theheading by a gyro-
compass.

In the present project, the hull form, the number, location and maximum power of
thrusters and propellers were fixed. The behaviour of the vessel with automatic
control system was simulated on a hybrid computer. The simulation programme was
used to obtain design data for the automatic control system, for investigating the
behaviour of the vessel and control system under the specified environmental
conditions and to improve the control system's effectiveness. The latter objectve
was achieved by investigating the effect of design parameter variation on the
behaviour of the vessel and cQfltrQl system.

The simulation wa3 based on a mathematical model describing the behaviour of
vessel and control system. Necessary data for the mathematical model were
determined by analytical computations and mode! experiments.

In the following sectio, a description will be given of the development and

design of the automatic control system. Next the mathematical mode! is dealt
with. In the last section the results obtained with the simulation are given.

-1-



2. AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEM

21. Introductory remarks

The control system is part of a closed-loop system1 schemaUcolly shown in,
Figure L
The main components are:

- the measurement subsystem, including all devkes for generating the inform-
ätiori to be. processed by the controller.

-thedgital controller, of which the output is sent to the propuIors (main
propellers and lateral thrusters) to co'ntrol the pitch of the blades.

The ship is controlled in the horizontal plane in the longitudinal (x) and
lateral (y) direction and about the vertical z-oxts (see figure 2) The main
propellers are used to control the longitudinal motions, while the thrusters
control both the lateral and the yawinj motion about the. z-qxs.

1
r2f(rence positbn arid
position ,çadIng error
rfrzhc "C arid
heading (TO surement

noise

Lcomputer - j
measLiring
devices

Figure 1. Block diagram of ship arid control system.

measuring
devices

wind speed
wind direction

controller
pitch contr
voltage

z - axis rtically dowmvrd at c of g.

two
mom t. stern
propeIIerS tr-ustcrs

Y threQ bow
thrusters

X positive longitudinal force
- lateral -

y

Figure 2. Thruster and propeller arrangement.
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2.2. Requirrnents

During the actual drilling phase the automatic control system shall at least be
capable of:

controlling the propulsors for maintaining a reference-position and heading
under specified adverse weathe.r conditions, with a maximum allowable radial
position error of 6 percent of waterdepth.
avoiding high frequency fluctuations in the thrust demand ( 0.05 cps), since
this may cause unsiecessary weai oi the propulsors; moreover the power pTant

may not be capable to follow these flutuations which may result in power
interruptions.

- controlling the propulsors for changing the position or heading of the ship in
case a new reference. position or heading is selected.

The requirementS with regard to the reliability of the system will not be
discussed in this paper1

2.3.. External disturbances

The motions of the vessel induced by the waves are oscillatory motions with
frequencies equal to the wave frequencies At the same time the vessel drifts off
from its original position in the wove direction. Drift of the ship is 0150 induced
by the wind and the current.
The current speed and/or direction may be constant during a considerable period
of time. If changes occur, in case of tidal currents, these changes are slow
compared with fluctuations of wind speed, wind direction and wave forces.
The wind may be treated as a random Gaussian process of which the mean value
is constant durin9 a certain period of time. The frequency range in which the
ship will respond to wind gusts is roughly between 0 - 0.04 cps.
The first-order oscillatory component of th wOve forces is very large while th
second-order component, the drift force s small. The motions of the ship induced
by the first-order component are roughly in the frequency range between 0.05 -
0.25 cps, depending on the actual sea spectrum. These motions cannot be
effectively counteracted becau:e of the limited thrust of the propulsors.
The drift forces on the other hand are in the same frequency range as
the responses due to the wind gusts.

Considering the. requirements and environmental condition5, it may be stated that
the control system should be. designed to reduce the low frequency motions, while
the relatively high frequency motions should be accepted without any counter
measure.
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I

2,4. Measurement subsystem

The primary sources of information are an acoustic position measurement device
and the ship's gyrocompass.

The position error s obtained from the (short baseline) Ocoustc system, which
consists basically of an on-board transmitter, a transponder on the seabed and
four hydrophories mounted belOw the ship's hull. Upon interrogation by the
transmitter (twice per second) the transponder answers, which signal is received
by the hydrophones and after corrections forpitch and roll, translated into two
digital signals indicating the longitudnal and lateral distance of the ship's
centre of gravity relative to the transponder.
As the reference position, the well-head, does not coincide with the transponder,
its position s also token into account in order to calculate the position
error relati.ve to the reference position (see figure 3).

A heading error signal is obtained by comparing the actual heading with a chosen
reference heading. The heading error is also available in dgital form.

The wind speed and direction are measured and used to calculate the wind force
acting on the ship for reasors explained in the next section For this purpose
sufficient data are available from wind tunnel tests.

At this place it must be mentioned that the signals received by the controller
will be contaminated by measurement noise.

tronspondr coordinoU2 systqmon sca d fixcd to earth

-4-
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Figure 3. Axes System.



2.5. Controller

2.5.L Bask ideas.

Keeping in mind the requirements mentioned earlierand the remarks made in
section 2.3. some basic characteristics of the controller are formulated first.
For this purpose the problem is reduced to the motions of a ship in onlyone
direction, while the ship is considered to have-a moss (M) and nodamping
Non-linearities are not investigated in this phase. The transfer function of the
uncontrolled ship is: (see also figure 4):

X(s)
F(s)

e

s being the Laplace transform operator and X(s), Fe(s) being the Laplace
transforms of the position x(t) and disturbing force fe(t) respectively

)__ /I

Fe(s) 2 (1 + HcHt

in which is the transfer function of the propulsors and H represents the

controller (which is assumed to be analog oniy for this initial study).

-5-

1_'
I'-.

Fe(s) X(s)
xt r no I Ms2 position

thsturbanct2s
5)-tip

M: moss of SI-tip, incluthng "oode" moss

Figure 4. Simplified block diagram of the
uncontrolled ship'.

Under sinusoidal steady stqte conditiQnswe may write

X(j/M
F(j) 2

.lt means that the magnitude varies prop3rtional with -2 It is obvious that the
.control system should improve the ship's behaviour only in the low frequency
range. The actual range may be determined based on the remarks made in section

.2.3., on the wind aid drift force power spectra and on the allowable motion
amplitude.

The transfer function of the controlled ship (see figure 5) is as far as the response
to an external dstu,rbance is concerned:

X(s)



:2 X(k) I
Fe(j,w) M32+H0(jw)H(jw)

Now cbnsider the situation for ü. - 0.
it is reasonable to suppose that Ht for L O

The mdgnitude

X1(s):O
ret. pos

X(I)
Fe(jw)

Hc

controiiár propulsors

dist Fe(s

i X(s)- -
Ms
Ship

Figure 5. Simplified block diagram of the controlled ship.

for c&i -P 0.
H(jc)
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From this it is concluded thalIHclmusf be made very large ( IHCI >1) inthe.
very low frequency range in order to avoid "static" errors under constant
external disturbances.
The gain level of the contrail er, which may be chosen in. the frequency range
between w = 0 and c. =03 rad/sec ( 0 05 cps), depends on the stability of
tne s,stem The stability is determined by constructing the Nyquist plot of the
open loop tnsfet function:

H(s)Ht(s)
HO?efl (s)

Ms2
1 I

and applying the Nyquiststability criterion. In particular the situation k
determined relative to the (-1, 0) point (gain-margin, phase-margin), which is
of particular importance when the response to command signals is investigated

Also the ratio as a function of t is deduced from this plot.
IopenI

Actually this ratio gives on indication about the effectiveness of the control
system as far as the response to external disturbances is concerned:



X(s)controlled

X(s)uncontrolled

thus

X( i w)
I controlled

X( 1 w)
- ' uncontiolled

Ms2 +

HHct) open

I

The foregàing eals with the steady state performance of the contrpl system in
response to sinusoidal inputs. It is also importOnt to know the transient behaviour
of the system. An insight con be obtained by solving the characteristic equation
of the controlled system:

Ne(s) Nt(s)
= 0; in general: H(s)

= Dc(S)
He(s) = D(s)

thus

Ms2DD + NNt 0, provided that D j 0, + 0.

The roots give an indicatiOn about the damping ratios, resonant frequencies and

time constants. For an exct knowledge of the response to for excmple a unit
impuls or unit step function also the numerators of the. transfer function of the
controlled ship should be token into account.

In the previous part of this section, the controlled vessel was idealized to a
linear system to deduce some basic characteristics. However, some of the
negiected aspects are of prime importance:

- saturation. of the propulsors may occur since the available power to generate
thrust is limited

- the pitch rate of change of the propulsors is limited
- the motions ore cross-coup!e, e.g. a lateral motion causes a yawing moment

cd vice versa
- the developed thrust may dviate from the required thrust in many cases due to

reasons, to be discussed later.

open s=jCA)
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2.52. Wind feed forward.

It will be shown in section 4 that the wave nduced Thigh frequency" motions

alone may make up half of the allowable motions under certain conditions.
Since this part cannot be reduced, severe limitations are imposed on motions
due to wind and low frequency wave drift forces. To overc6me this difficulty at
least partially, wind feed forwor4 compensation is used:
Wind speed and direction rlative to the ship are measured. From this wind forces

in x and y direction and the moment about the i-axis are calcugted using
wind tunnel test data. Pitch settings required to counteract these forces are
deduced.
A revised schematic block diagram including wind feed forward is presented in

figure 6.

Figure 6. Simplified block diagram of the controlled
ship, including wind feed forward.

We may wdte:

X(s)
A

:
F(s

1/MT F1 (s)

F
in which H and F is the calculated force to counteract F ;

w cw w

F1 = F-F.
F

IfH H =-lorH - - orF =--- theiniluenceofwindiswt w Ht w Ht

reduced to zero.
For low frequercies, when H 1, it is sufficient to make H as close to -1 as

possble, depending on the accuracy of the wind meters and the wind tunnel

data. A filter to suppress relatively high frequency components of the measured

wind signal makes the feed forward compensation less effective.



2.5.3. Heodin control priority.

During adverse weather conditions saturation of groups of propulsors may Occur.
A typical situation k given in fi9ure 7.

Fy5 thrust velop by stqrn thrustqrs

FYb mox. thrust dcpqd by bow thrusters
AFyb; excess thrust øemond

Figure 7, Example of 5aturation of propulsqrs.

Suppose that, due to a wind gust, the thrust demand at the bow exceeds the

thruster capabilities. In that situation the ship is likely to make a ldrge heading
error away from the wind. IF this happens the lateral wind force and moment
increase even more as a result of v hich the ship is unable to hold ts position

.Obvously, such a situation should be avoided. This can be achieved by giving
the heading control priority at the cost of position control.
If however the stern thrusters might saturate first in the same situation, the ship

will head up into the wind, so that the lateral wind force and moment decrease.
In that situation heading control priority is less useful, althoygh rather large
heading errors may occur, if pri9rity is not given.

2.5.4. Controller.

The digital controller has roughly the following Functior (see figure 8):

- filtering of the incoming position, heading error and wind information
- calcuIaton of required thrust based on position and heading error information
-. calculation of required thrust based on wind information

calculation of. required thrust per propeller and per thruster
calculation of head.in prior.ity control if cppl.iccble

- calculation of th corresponding pitch control. voltages for main prcpellers1

stern and bow thruster.
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I

y position
error -e filter

41_heading
error b

0.5

y - control chOnhia!

PC
coritrlar

wind
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for-ward

12.28 rod/sec.

total reQuired
thrust Cx direction)

total required
mom ant
about z- axis
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Figure 8. Block diagram of digital controller..

The acoustic position-error signals Ore received twice per second. Ths corresponds
with a sampling frequency

stern thrusters

to propeller
pitch
servo-
ma c hans ins

.

The computation-cycle time is made equal to the sampling period:
T = 0.5 sec. Because the digital output is passed through a digital-analog
converter, equivalent to a zero order hold circuit, which acts as a low pass
filler, only signals wiTh frequencies well below the sampling frequency are
recovered.

Position- and heodin9 error filters.

Figure 9 represents the shape of the ideal magnitude-curve of both the pOsition
and headin,g error filters. In this way both the high frequency wave motions and
measurement noise are filtered out. Although a real izoble filter may not. follow
this idea! curve, a close approximation is aimed at. A second very impOrtant
requirement to be ?tel is a small phase-shift in the low frequency range, since
o phase-shift tends to make the system less stable. In practice a compromise
between both requirements has to be accepted. The maximum phase-sh:ift tobe
allowed can be determined uSing the methods described in the beginning of
section 2.5. However, due to all simplifications only an approximation will be
obtained.

ø
b0w_

pitch
thrust
curve

Di
zero
order
holding
device mech.

to
pitch

wind
feed
forward

COhfrOr
.vltaga

pitch

C ak u let ion
of ruired
thrust per
thruster

heodu
control
DriorityStern0

filter plo pitch zero
controller thrust

curve
ordar
holding
dävice

coritro
voltage

sarvi?
mach.

x position

x.cQfltfOl criel
reQuired
thrust pitchPID number

of
pitch
thrust

zero
area r

error filter
controller propel lq r $ par

propeller curv
contro?'
voltage

ho Id rig
a

measured wind s I wind

and direction iorwo d

total required
thru3t Cy direction) bow thrusters



1.0

0.
ma9iItud

Figure 9. Magnitude versus frequency plot of filters.

The deviations from the "idea!" magnitude curve that con be tolerated, depend
among other things on the noise level in the error signals, and lost but not
least on the basic PID-control let which is discussed in the next section.

PID-controller.

The second fun:tion (calculation of required thrust) is fulfilled by PID-controliers,
one for each channel. In the frequency range of interest, all thiee may be
considered to be "true three term" controllers. Although the actual cnirolIer is
digital, the Laplace-transform is used to illustrate its behaviour:

F(s)
..

X(s)
- 1

+ + 1d
s]

in which: F = required force in x direction.

= constant, T1 and
dx

are tire constants. It is shown that

consist of a part proporrionol with the position error itself, the integral value
of the position error to cope with very low frequercy disturbances and constant
forces, and the derivative, of the position error. The latter term introduces the.
necessary damping in the system.
From a stability point of view the integral time constant t should be made as
large as possible.
The actual value depends, however, also on the environmental conditions the
system has to cope with, e.g. tidal 'currents.

Control "zones".

To improve the system it was decided to introduce control "zones" for control of
the x qnd y motiort5. '.

dQsired shop2 01
ma9nitud curve

.6
treq..2ncy W

(r lsmc)

-H-



Filter:

These zones are defined as follows:

zone A : position errors 0 c xl xA; .i I >' I

zone B ' X< X < xB; A <

zone C : I x > x; I >

For each zone different gain and time constants inay be used, but the integral
term .- -

K H, resp. - is kept constant in all zones..
I Ix Y

The smallest values ore jsed in zone A.
In zone B only -dx, respectively Td> is increased, while in zone C both

arid d,, (respectively K and Td) are increased.

Due to the low gain in zOne A relatively large stability margins are guargnteed

in the critical frequency ronge.
Orce the ship moves out of zone A due to low Frequency forces, the increased
gain is used to oppose these motions, while at these lower frequencies still an
cccptoble stability margin is maintained.

z-Trdrisfer functions of filters and PlO-controllers.

For the actual design th z-transform technique has been employed. The
z-tran.sform is closely related to the. Laplace-transforn and is preferably used
in case of digital control systems.
The general form of the z-transfer functions .for the filters and PID-controllers
is identical for all three control channels.

M

iT (z_zk)

H1.i(z) Kf
k =0

k[TO (z_pk)

PID-controller H (z) = K [ i
T z + Td z

-: .
pid 21 z-1 I z

in which formula T denotes the sampling period (T = 0.5 sec). The second term
in the latter formula dehotes agoin the integral control action, while, the third
ore represents the derivative control action.
The product of the two transfer functions yields the relationship between the
required thrust (or moment) and the position (or headin) error.
For the x-chonnel it means :

F(z)
H (z)..H ,(z)

X.(z) xfilter . X}Dd

-12-



L From these transfer functions the difference equatiris are deduced and used
to program The computer.
The pole-zero configurations of the filters are initially determined before the
simulation takes place. The same applies to the gain and tirr onstants of the
PID-controllers The final configurations depend of course on the simulation
findings.

Required thrust per propeller and thrusters,

The output of the PID-controllers plus the wind feed forward compensation
represent the total required thrust in x and y direction and moment about the
z-axis The demand in x direction is evenly distributed between the two main
propellers The thrust required at bow and stern is determined in such a way
that the lateral thrust does not create gn unwanted moment and vice versa,
In this procedure it is assumed that the thrust demand will be fully met
However, it has been stated already that a number of external factors make
that the developed thrust is not equal to the demanded thrust.
One reason may be saturation of either the bow or the stern thrusters. In that
case the conoller initiates the heading priority-mode, the function of which
has been explained earlier, arid ad1vst the thrust demand of both the bow and
stern thrusters accordingly.
Once the required thrust per propeller and thruster has been calculated, the
corresponding setting of the pitch of the propulsors is determined using manufact-'
urer's thrust-pitch relationship data.

3-



3. WVTHEMAT1CAL MQDL

3.L. General

A important part of the mothematicol model f the conirol ted vessel are the
equations of motion of the ship. Their solution had to be anticipated to some
extent in the set up of the model, which resulted in the blockdiagram of
figure 10. The underlying ideg of this set up is the assumption that the high
and low frequency ship motions may be determined separately. Afterwards,
the two types of motions are summed and the result is assumed to represent
the motion of the ship in case both the high and low fr2quency exciting
forces act on the ship at the same time.The high frequency motions are the
linear wave induced ship motions, which take place with the wave frequency..
These motions are determined independently from the non-linear low frequency
motions, which are caused by current, wind, thrusters, propellers and the wave
induced drift forces. The separation of the high and low frequency motions is
a consequence of the tools prsply ovailale for the determinotiop of these
motions. - . -

A mathematical model of the vessel with automic control system can only be
made if the characteristics of all its components are known.
However, the mathematical model is also a tool needed For determining the
dotonecessary to design these components. This iteration process may eventually
leadlo on optimization of the complete system. In the following sections a
brief description will be given of the principles used for the modelling of the
99mponents of the drilling veseJ with automatic position and heading control.

-

10CC2

Figre 10. Block diagram of mathematical model
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3.2. Low frequency ship motions

These motions are obtained by solving the equations of motion of the ship in
the horizontal plane. The forces acting on the ship may be subdivided into:

- the hydrodynamic forces caused by the ship motions relative to the water

- the forces generated by the thrusters and propellers
- the wind forces
- the wave induced drift forces

Hydrodynamic forces. -

The hydrodynamic forces in the horizontal plane are non-linear functions oF

the surge, sway and yaw motions of the ship; see figure .11 for definitions of
the motions. These forces are analogous to those used for investigoting ship
manoeuvring as described in references [I] and [2]
A minor difference between the above forces and those acting on a marioeuvring
ship is caused by the fact that in the present case the sway velocity may be
large compared to the velocity in the surge directQn.
For the present case the coefficients were estimated from measurements on

ship models similar to the investigated one, supplemented with stotic tests

with a captiv model.

Thruster and propeller forces.

Propellers ore used to generate the forces needed in the longitudinal direction
of the vessel. A lateral force and a yawing moment may also be generated,

however, in case of on oblique flow into the propeller. This force and moment

may be large: in a 2 kt current the lateral force may amount to 20 to 55
percent of the longitudinal force, depending on the current direction and the

propeller pitch. -

9

Ship motions
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Figure 'IL Definitions of the motions.
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Also the developed thruster forces and moments are influenced by the current.
This influence is illustrated for the bow thrusters in the figures 12, 13 and 14.
Note in particular the large longitudinal fore;
Interaction effects between the stern thrusters and the propellers add to the
complexity of the system The total lateral Force generated by the thrusters
does not only depend on the rpm and pitch of the thrusters, but also On the
propeller thrust; variations of up to 30 percent of the nominal value occur.
Vice versa1 the thrustof the propellers is significantly influenced by the
operation of the thrusters.
The mathematical model of the thruster and propeller forces generated by the
propellers and thrusters includes the interactions and current effect mentioned
above. The modelling was based on quantitative data obtained From an extensive
series of model tests.

Wind forces.

Both the direction and magnitude of the wind speed change continuously in
time OF the instantaneous wind speed only the horizontal component is of
interest. This horizontal wind speed is divided into a component in the overage
wind direction and a component perpendicular to thk direction. Both components
may be considered to be random variables, the latter one. having a zero mean.
Observotions indicotethot bath components have an3rmal or Gauss probability
distribution.

I
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Figure 12. Longitudinal force verses drift angle.
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Figure 13. Lateral force versus drift angle.
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To set up a mathematical ridel of the wind variations the energy spectra of
both components have to be known. Some information is available from
literature [3] [4] . Using this information shaping filters a?e designed,
that produce the desired random snQls from a white-noise type input.
The wind induced forces and moments acting on the ship were determined
by tests in wind tunnel. Results for one wind speed are given in the figures
15, l6cnd 17. The effect of the notral wind gradient was not measured in
thetunnel, but instead determined from empirical formulas. Both methods give
approximative results, because the actual wind gradient varies in time.
The measurements in the wind tunnel represént steady-state conditions, while
as meiitioned before in the real case the wind speed is not constant at all.
Yet in the simulation tTe wind forces and moment acting on the ship were
calculoted from the instantaneous wind speed and direction and usin3 th.e
wind tunnel measurements.
It is not known if this procedure introduces msre than a negligible error.
Anyhow rio other means are available to overcome this difficulty.
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Figure 15. Longitudinal wind force versusrelative
winddirection
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Wave induced drift forces.

These drift forces ore calculated using a procedure described in reFerence [5]
It may be applied to a ship held fixed in space or to a vessel which is Free to

perform the high frequency wave induced motions in all six degrees of freedom.

The figUres 8 and 19 indicate the importance. of these high frequency motions
on the drift force and the drift moment. The magnitude of the drift force on a
ship wth position ond heading control may be expected to lie between the
values found for the captive and the free oscillating vessel, prpbably closer to

the latter.
The drift force in irregular seas, which controry to the regularwave case,
varies in time, may be derived from regular wove data, following a procedure
described in [o .

The figures 20 and 21 show the influence ,Qf the mean period of the sea on the

mean value of the drift force and the drift moment. In these graphs the curves
represent combinations of wave periods and heights most frequently found on
the North Atlantic. The other investigated sea condition: has the character of

a swell.
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Figure 18. Mean drift force in regular beam

seas with 1 m amplitude.
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Figure 24. The drift force in short-crested and long-crested
seas with the some significant wave height arid
mean period.

In the present calculations the effect of cUrrent on the drift force is taken into
account by correcting for the changes in the frequency of encounter between
the ship and the waves. Apart from this, it is assumed that the current does not
affect the drift force This approach may, on theoretical ground, raise ob1ect-
ions. However, current speeds are small, and so is their effect on the motions.
Although few experimentol data were available for a validation, these data
indicated that the cpprogch used here yields acceptable results.

The figures 22 and 23 indicate that the largest drift forces and moments occur
in bow seas. The marked difference between the forces in bow and quartering
seas is caused by the asymmetry of the investigated vessel

L The irregular seas discussed above are long-crested In reality the sea will be
short-crested. Figure 24 shows the effect of the hbrt-crestedness on the. mean
drift force. In the short-crested se.a waves come from various directiOns over
an angle of 1 80 degrees. The wave energy had a casino squared distribution
over this angle. In this case the wave direction is defined to be thO,directioñ
of advance of the wave with the largest energy. In this study only long-crested
seas ore cnsidered for simplicity reasons.
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Summarzng, the equations of the low frequency ship motions are in the
x and y direction und about the 2-axis:

m(I-rv) = X. + X yr + X(U., .8) . (V I ) +Ui yr wind wr' wr

i + Xprop ( (!)
i1

U, B , 1) + <thr. ( n,U,8,T) +

1 3.3. High frequency ship motions

-
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The hgb freqt.eney ship motions were analytically determined from the equotons
of motion in six degrees of freedom of a ship proceeding in waves of an arbitrary
direction. The' sixcoupled linear differential equations used are given in refer-
ence[7]. The coefficients were determined from the two dimensional potential
theory using strip method. A correction was applied to the roll damping, to take
into account the viscous damping caused by bilge keels, in a manner described
in the references [8] and [9] . For the computations, computer programmes were
used which were developed by the Shipbuildina Laboratory of the Deift
University of Technoloqy.The. motions in irregular seas were obtained from the
regular wave behaviour using the linear superposition principle.

The effect of the thruster and propeller forces on the high frequency motions was
neglected. Thi is justified, since the propeller and thruster farces are small
compared to t}e. hgh frequency hydrodynamic forces.
In beam waves of m amplitude the excitng force amplitude may amount to
1400 tons, which is very large compared with the 75 tons maximum thrust
generated by all thrusters combined.

.prop n, U, 8,1) + Nthr.5 ( () U,Bq 1)4

+ Nth &b' b'
U,8 ) + N - S



3.4. The modelUng of the prooulsors

In case of variable pitch and constant rpm propulsors it may see.m to be sufficient
to introduce the operating characteristics of the pitch control system. In practke
however, the rpm will not be constant due to the .frequency variations of the
electric power supply. A parallel, simulation study was executed to determine
if the amplitude of the. rpm variation in operating conditions ouId show the
necessity to include the power plant in the model of the total system.
In the present case the power is generated by a number of parallelled diesel
generator units. The main loads on. these diesels are the drilling operations and

the electro motor driven propulsors. Peak loads are to be expected from the
drilling operations and possibly from rapid pitch changes of the propulsors.
The mathematical model of the power plant including the loads, consists of the
three par.ts
- the diesel generator units with rpm control. .

- the electric motors of the propulsors and their loads.
- the electric load of the drilling equipment and main electrical system.
As a result of the study, the power plant was not included in the. Simulation of
the total system.

It is of great importance .that the pitch control system of the propulsors is
included in the total system model, because the time lag between command

- sirnaland the resultinq blade position has an unfavourable influence on the
stability of the, total system. The pitch control system is an electro-hydraulic
servo system with an electra-mechanical pitch feedback. The system cah be
described adequately by a second order differential equation with a constraint
on the rate of chOnge of the pitch. The pitch control system of the thrusters is
an on-off control with a dead zone and a load correction circuit.
The propeller pitch control system on the other hand is continuous.

3.5. Modelling of the-control system

The functional descriptionof the digital cor.trol let hOs already been given in
section 2.5..
The computer, nstalled on board carries out a number of additional tasks in
view of operationai requirements. The controller as used in the simulation is a
more or less simplified version, because it only fulfills the primary functions.
One reason is that the' main purpose of this simulation was to investigate the
system performance under the most'severe weather conditions. Under those
conditions all propulsors and other cOmponents are assumed in operation.
The consequences of failure of one or mote components has not been investigated.

Though it is advantageous to have the actual on-board computer available for
the simulation this is not a necessity. However, the on-board computer and the
simulation computer must have the same word length or the simulation computer
must be programmed to have the same accuracy as the on-board computer.
The programme may be adapted and made more flexible for simulation
purposes, because it. must be possible to change parameters relatively
easy and alter pacts of the programme during the evaluation.

The acoustic measurement system was not simulated due to insufficient
information. As an approximation, measurement noise was introduced
with the measurement Signals.
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4. SIMULATION

4.L Simulation programming

The simulation was performed on a EAI 690 hybrid system.

Figure 25 shows a detailed block diagram of the simulation set-up.
The low freqt.ency equations of motion and the thruster and propeller seivo

systerr5 and the thrust relations were programmed on the analog machine while

using the digital machine for function generation.
The high frequency wove motions and the low frequency drift force varotions
were generated and stored on the disc as functions of time in advance and

played back uring the simulation rUns.
The wind speed and direction variOtions were generated by noise generatoi

with shaping filters. The position and heading were calculated digitally.
The simulations were performed ata time scale of : 5, that means one hour

in reality was simulated in 2 minutes.

The simulation prpgam was used for:

- establishing the situations where propeller and thruster Forces are in equili-

brium with the mean current, wind and wave drift forces.

- determining the motions of the ship while assuming that the controller is
capable of keeping the ship in the equilibrium position mentioned above

and the ship only moves about the equilibrium position due to the high

frequency wave forces.

- determining the motions in operating cortditions.

4.2. EqylI.ibrium ppsitions

The equilibriJn positions ore determined for the situations where the thrusters

and propeIler operate with for instance 80 percent of the maximum pitch. The

maximum thrt.st is not chosen to be able to cope with variations in the forces.

Figure 26 shows in which are&s equilibrium is possible for combinations of

wave and wind directions, for a certain sea state and a wind speed of 45 kt.

Figure 27 shows the influence of current, at one current speed (2 kt) but at
variable diretion, the sea and wind conditiohs are as before.
These resylts give a certain understanding of the capabilities of the drilling

vessel. It must be mentioned however, that the variations in the acting forces

may be considerably larger than the mean valves. If for example the variations

of the wave drift force are considered, the Following can be stated.

Assuming thesea spectrum to be narrow, a common assumption, the lateral and

logitudinol drift forces have eponential probability distributions with
standard deviations equal to the mean. This implies that in M percent of the

time the rneah values are exceeded. A value exceeded only 5 percent of the

time is three times the mean force. To which extend this results in too large

motions will be determined later on.
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4.3. Motions in the wave frequency range

Comparison of the available thruster and propeller forces with the amplitudes
of the oscillating part of the wave forces shows that it is impossible to counter-
act the oscillating ship motions induced by the waves. Therefore the controller
should not react to motions of the wave frequencies, which is accomplished
sufficiently by using wave filters. In the ideal situation when the thrusters and
propellers are capable to cancel the low frequency forces continuously and the
thrusters and propellers do not react to the position deviations caused by the
high frequency wave forces, then these motions are the only motions perfqrmed
by the ship. A better result can not be obtained. The motions in this situation
were found by solving the set of equations for the mean equilibrium position
with the earlier mentioned programme [71

In figure 28, 29 and 30, the significant surge, sway and yaw motions (double
amplitude) are shown as a function of the wave direction, in two irregular
long-crested seq with on equal significant wave height of 4..9 m.

4.4. Motions in operating conditions

In the foregoing sections equilibrium positions in certain conditions were
.determined and motions in the wave frequency rangewere calculated, assuming
an ideal control. In reality however, the ship wi1.1 move as a result of the slow
variation in wind, current and wave forces. In addition to that, ideal filters
are not feasible and the controller will react, to the ship motions in the wave
frequency range. This does not affect the ship's motions, but among other
things, lecdsto a lower effective thrust and to power mOdulation.
The simulations in this part hod the objectives:
- to evaluate and if needed and possible, to improve the control system. The

criteria are thQ position and heading errors, system stability and power
modulation.

- to determine the capabilities in position keeping of the controlled ship in
relation with the sea and weather conditions.

- to determine if the controlled ship can meet the required specifications of
position keeping.

As an illustration, a part of a recording of a simulation run is shown in figyre
31. The significant wave height was 4.9 m, the mean period 12 seconds, the
wave direction was 150 degrees, the current speed 2 kt and the direction 210
degrees. The wind speed had a mean value of 45 kt, (Beaufort 9), gusting to
65 kt, while the direction varied within 20 degrees around 150 degrees.
This situation is marked with an A in figure 27.
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Recorded ore channel 1 the radial position error (R), channel 2 the longitudinal
position error (x), channel 3 the lateral position error (y), channel 4 the heading
error (), channels 5, 6 and 7 the pitch-diameter ratio of the.propellers(.) ..Dp
bow thrusters and stern thrusters , channel 8 the total power demand

'D'b Ds -

from propellers ana th usters Nt. One centimeter on the -recording iS equal. to
50 seconds in reaUty.

From the recordin it can be seen that although the equilibrium position is
barely possible, the ship is able to keep position quite well under operating
condtions with wave drift forces, wind speed and wind drection variations.
The stern thrusters saturate from time to time and the propellers once on this
pert of the recording,but this did not lead to excessive position and heading

errors.

120
wave dtrectn (deg).

Figure 28. Influence ci wave drection on the

significant surge motion.
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Figure 31. Typical recordiri3 oF a simu!aton run.
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5. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper it has been explained how in the design stage the behaviour 0 a
drilling vessel with automatic position and. heading control can be investigated
by means of simulation.
The objective was to achieve design data for the control system and to investi-
gate if the set criteria can be met in the given environmental conditions
The agreement of the simulated process with the behaviour of ship and control
system in reality depends on the exactness of the mathematical model
Sea trials are necessary to determine the agreement of simulation results with
reality.. Results of these tests: may indicate to Which extent the mathematical.
model has to be improved.

The presented results are obtained From investigations by TNO-IWECO for
the drilling vessel descrIbed in oJ. This ship was built by lH-Holland for
the contractor Somaser, Paris. The automatic control system was manufactured
by Alcotel, Paris. The Alcatel design, which differs from the TNO-IWECO
design, was also simulated by TNO-IWECO.
TNO-IWECO was assisted by INC-Holland, the Netherlands Ship Research
Centre TNO, the Shipbuilding Laboratory of the Deift University of Technology
and the European Computation Centre of Electronic AssOciOtês Inc., Brussels.
Model tests were performed at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin, Wogeriingen
and at the Institut ft)r Schiffbau der Universitt Hamburg.
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List of symbols

fe(t) external or disturbing force acting on ship (in the time domain)
Fe(s) Laplace transform of
F(s) Laplace transform of wind force
H transfer function

I: ship's moment of inertiazz
K gain constant

m ship's mass

M total mass, i.e. ship's mass plus added mass

N yawing moment about z-axis

Nprop moment about z-axs developed by propellers
N. added moment of inertia due to

power demand

Nth INth moment about z-oxis developed by bow and stern thrusters,b respectively

N. added moment of inertia due toV

N low frequency wave drift moment about z-axiswaves
N wind moment about z-axiswind

p"b' n5 rpm of propellers, bow and stern thrusters, respectivelyPP P
pitch-diameter ratio of propeller, bow and stern thrusters,
respectively

R radial pöston error relative to well heod

yawing velocity and acceleration obqut z-axi, respectively
S wave spectral density
5 Laplace transform operator
T sampling pe?iod

I nominal thrust developed by propellers

n3minal thrust developed by stern thrusters
U ship's velocity reative to the water.
u, v component of U in x and y direction, respectively

acceletation in x and y direction, respectively

current velocity, relative to the earth

V wind velocity, relative to the ship
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List of symbols (conti

X(s), X(z)

x,Y
x ,yprop prop

Xfh bth r.b

XthI'h

Laplace transform and z-transforrn o position error x(t),
repectively

Force acting on ship. in x and y direction, respectively
Force developed by propellers in x and y directior
respectively

Force developed by bow thrusters in x and. y direction,
respectively

Force developed by stern thrusters in x and y direction,
respectively

X ,Y low frequency wave drift force in x and y direction,waves waves
respectively

X . . wind force in x and y direction, respectivelywind wind
X., Y. addrd mass in x and y direction respectively

X ., y added mass in x and y direction due to v and ryr yr
x, y, z - coordinate system Fixed to the ship with origin in the ship's

centre of gravity; also position error's. in x, yand z direction
x, y, z coordinate system, fixed to the earth

con'rol zone-boundaries

ztransForm operator

drift angle

pitch, roll and yaw angle

wave direction relative to the ship

time constant,. used in derivative control equation

time constant, used in integral control ecuation.

current direction relative to the earth

wave direction relative to the earth

wind direction i-eta...we to the ship

frequency, radians per second

sampling frequency, radians per second

nued)
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